Abstract: San Pedro Sula, Honduras has had the highest levels of killing of any city around the world for several years. Violence in San Pedro is multi-faceted and has become normalized by those forced to live with it. The Cure Violence model to stopping violence is an epidemic control model that reduces violence by changing norms and behaviors and has been proven effective in the community setting. In 2012, Cure Violence conducted an extensive assessment of the violence in several potential program zones in San Pedro Sula and in April 2013 began implementing an adapted version of the model. In 2014, the first three zones implementing the model experienced a 73% reduction in shootings and killings compared to the same 9-month period in 2013. In the first 5 months of 2015, five program zones experienced an 88% reduction in shootings and killing, including one site that went 17 months without any shootings.
Violence in Honduras

The Americas are the most violent region in the world with an average homicide rate of 28.5 per 100,000 and an estimated 165,617 killing in 2012. In total, the Americas account for roughly 36% of global homicides. Within this most violent region, violence is most severe in the Northern Triangle of Latin America, an area that includes El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras. The homicide rate in this region is more than ten times the global average. In a 2012 ranking of countries by homicide rate, Honduras ranked first (rate of 91), El Salvador ranked 4th (rate of 41) and Guatemala ranked 6th (rate of 35).

Violence has been high in this region for many decades and is due to political conflicts throughout the region and full-scale civil wars in El Salvador (1980-1992), Guatemala (1960-1996), and Nicaragua (1972-1991). These conflicts affected the entire region with neighboring countries used as places for arms shipments, bases for guerrillas, sites for launching military action and destinations for those displaced by the conflict. This political violence peaked in the 1980s and officially ended with the signing of peace treaties in the 1990s; yet actual peace has been elusive. The history and social culture of violence plays a large and continuing role in the violence in this region today.

Honduras, a middle-income country with a population of just under 8 million, has ranked as the most violent country in the world since 2008. In Honduras, the causes of violence vary and include cartel level drug-related violence, higher level extortion violence, community conflicts between gangs, paid assassinations and interpersonal conflicts.

Over the last 15 years, lethal violence has significantly increased - some have attributed this increase to changes in drug trafficking patterns. The amount of drugs arriving in Honduras from Venezuela have substantially increased since 2007, the earliest data are available. It is estimated that 88% of the cocaine trafficked to the United States comes through the Central America/Mexico corridor, a switch from the 1970s and 1980s when the Caribbean was used for trafficking. About 70% of the drugs come into Honduras by sea, transported by fishing vessels (Pacific coast) and fast-boats (Caribbean coast) and are moved to the Guatemalan and El Salvadoran borders and ultimately through Mexico to the United States. The flow of drugs along the coast has resulted in conflict among Honduran gangs trying to gain a share of the lucrative businesses involved in transporting and storing the drugs.

Gang activity is also considered a major factor in the high-violence levels in Honduras. It is clear violence has resulted from gangs’ involvement in the drug trade, extortion and other criminal activities, and has a dominating influence on the overall violent culture in many communities. However, the UNODC estimates that only about 30% of all homicides in Latin American are linked to gangs or organized crime, with other estimates as low as 7%. While still a major concern, the problem of violence in Honduras is much more complex than gang violence and approaches to stopping violence must be able to address violence across its many motivating factors. As some have pointed out, all forms of violence in Latin America, and globally, are interconnected – organized crime, community, family and others.

Furthermore, preventive approaches to violence must consider unintended consequences. The efforts to crack down on gangs in Latin America to date have led to mass incarceration and further development and strengthening of the gangs.
Violence in San Pedro Sula

The two largest urban areas in Honduras are the Central District and San Pedro Sula. Central District, which includes the Honduran capital Tegucigalpa, has just over 1.1 million residents and has been ranked in the top 10 most dangerous cities recently (6th in 2015) due to its high homicide rate (73.5 in 2015). San Pedro Sula, the second largest city in Honduras at just under 800,000 residents, has frequently been ranked at the top of the list of most violent cities. San Pedro Sula held this top spot from 2011 to 2014, with a peak homicide rate in 2014 of 187 people killed per 100,000. In 2015, San Pedro Sula improved slightly to 2nd place with a rate of 111 people killed per 100,000.

The victims of homicide in San Pedro Sula are mostly male (93%), largely involve firearms (84%) with nearly all crimes of violence going unsolved by police (97%). Also, in Honduras, while the number of victims in the 15-29 male age group is greater than other age groups, the rate of homicide is highest for males aged 30-44. This suggests that violence involves an older population than is typically seen in other countries.

Cure Violence Model for Reversing the Epidemic of Violence

The Cure Violence model draws on key components of disease control methodology that are applied to violence prevention. It recognizes and addresses the contagious nature of violence by adapting the World Health Organization’s model for successfully addressing other epidemics. The Cure Violence Model has three main components:

1. Detect and interrupt the transmission of violence by anticipating where violence may occur and intervening before it erupts.

2. Change the behavior of the highest potential transmitters by identifying those at highest risk for violence and working to change their behavior.

3. Change community norms by influencing social norms to discourage the use of violence.
Cure Violence’s approach to violence prevention focuses directly on those persons or groups who are at the highest risk for initiating violence or being a victim of it and intervenes in conflicts likely to result in violence. Cure Violence’s participants are usually beyond the reach of conventional social services. A central characteristic of the Cure Violence model is the use of credible messengers as workers – individuals from affected communities who are trusted and have access to the people who are most at risk of perpetrating violence. This access and trust enables workers to talk about violent behavior credibly and persuade high-risk individuals to change. Intensive and very specific training is required, but hiring the right workers is essential to get the access, trust and credibility required for the job – as for all health workers attempting to access hard to reach populations of any type.26

This model also introduces two new types of health worker. First, Violence Interrupters (VIs) are specially trained community health workers that specialized in detecting and interrupting conflicts in the community. Some VIs specialize in responding to conflicts in the community, while others specialize in responding to shootings at hospitals to prevent retaliation. The second type of new health worker, a violence prevention Outreach Worker, is similar to conventional social service outreach workers, but are specially trained to work with persons who are involved in and traumatized by violence.

The Cure Violence approach is being implemented in more than 60 communities across more than eight countries and has been independently evaluated multiple times, with each evaluation showing large, statistically significant reductions in gun violence. Studies by Northwestern University and Johns Hopkins University showed 41 to 73 percent reductions in shootings in neighborhoods in Chicago27 and as much as a 56 percent decrease in killings in Baltimore,28 while an evaluation by the Center for Court Innovations showed that the area in New York City in which the program operated went one year without a killing and had 20 percent fewer shootings compared to the trend in the neighboring communities.29 An evaluation of the program from 2012-2013 in Chicago found a 31% reduction in killings in the two target districts.30

Other international adaptations of the Cure Violence model have also demonstrated large reductions although external, independent evaluations are needed to determine causality. In Cape Town, South Africa, after the first year of implementation in a community, the community had a 23% lower homicide rate and 33% lower attempted homicide rate.31 In Loiza, Puerto Rico, a 50% reduction in killings was associated with first year of implementation of the program.32 And in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, after implementation of the Cure Violence model, the rate of killing dropped by 24.3%.33

**Adapting Cure Violence to San Pedro Sula**

In the summer and fall of 2012 a Cure Violence team traveled to Honduras multiple times to determine the feasibility of adapting the Cure Violence model to the cultural context of San Pedro Sula. The goal of the assessment was to gain an understanding of the dynamics of the violence occurring in Honduras and determine if local capacities existed to implement the model. The Cure Violence team held a one-day workshop about the Cure Violence model with key stakeholders and over the course of several days met with a range group of individuals, community based groups, faith leaders, government ministries, youth alliances, violence prevention coalitions and law enforcement officials.

As a result of the assessment visits, the Cure Violence team determined that local capacity existed to implement the model to address violence from extortion/war tax, conflicts between gangs and crews over territory (for war tax and drug trade), paid assassinations, soccer barra conflicts and violence resulting from interpersonal conflicts. Some of the higher level “para-militares” and cartel violence would remain outside of the reach of the Cure Violence program adaptation.

In order for the Cure Violence model to be adapted to San Pedro Sula, the basic framework of the model – the major components of the model, job descriptions, and methodologies – would remain close to those used in other parts of the world. However, because the program was unknown in the community and involved a new approach to violence, the Cure Violence program staff selected a phased implementation of the program. This phased
approach was thought to be essential to ensure the safety and credibility of the workers. Cure Violence local program partners had to develop deep relationships and understandings with the “highest risk” groups to lay the groundwork to be able to mediate conflicts and change norms around violence. The phased implementation also allowed for the recruiting of workers over time, which allowed the program to overcome initial problems in making contact with credible messengers.34

This phased approach was also critical in addressing the fear of reprisals from individuals and groups involved in the violence. During the assessment phase, many stories were communicated about people who were killed for speaking out against violence. The strategy to address this was to ensure that the framing was as anti-violence -- not anti-gang, anti-drug or even anti-extortion -- in order to not incite or alienate the “highest risk” from the program.

Cure Violence program leaders also decided that the position of Outreach Worker would not be filled; instead, they focused all resources on the hiring of credible Violence Interrupters. Because of the lack of resources and services available in the target community, the case management elements of the Cure Violence model performed by outreach workers could not be utilized. To accommodate this adaptation to the Cure Violence model, Violence Interrupters were trained to utilize tactics to change behavior and norms.

Implementation of Cure Violence in San Pedro Sula

Cure Violence program leaders utilized a three-phase approach to implementing the Cure Violence model in San Pedro Sula, believing a phased approach the only way to properly ensure the safety and credibility of the workers (see table below). The phases were based on the historical development of the Cure Violence model in Chicago and based on achieving specific milestones before moving on to the next phase of implementation.

During the assessment visits, the two areas mentioned most frequently for piloting the Cure Violence model were Choloma and Chamelecon. The team was able to visit both of these areas and met with individuals and groups working on violence prevention. Ultimately, Chamelecon was chosen as the first area for implementation.35

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase One: Pre Implementation</th>
<th>Phase Two: Introductory</th>
<th>Phase Three: Full Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Select community partner</td>
<td>• Training additional workers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Orientation training on the Cure Violence model</td>
<td>• Deep relationships/inroads with high risk groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Chicago training visit</td>
<td>• Begin to mediate conflicts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recruitment of initial workers</td>
<td>• Begin to build their caseloads and work to change the thinking of the “highest risk.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hiring panels</td>
<td>• Involve the “highest risk” by convening groups of leaders to discuss how best to proceed with the program.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 80-Hour training of new workers</td>
<td>• Limited community mobilization focused on community-wide events to introduce the program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Relationship building with highest risk</td>
<td>• Development of public education materials and message strategies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Recruitment of additional workers</td>
<td>• Mediation of conflicts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identification of areas to focus work</td>
<td>• Risk reduction with participants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mapping of hot spots and groups, leaders and other key individuals</td>
<td>• Community mobilization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Public education messaging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Documentation of activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Over many meetings and discussions with key stakeholders, the Cure Violence team identified a local faith-based group as the local community organization with the strongest capacity to implement the program. This organization has a mission in sync with the Cure Violence model, has strong ties to the community where the Cure Violence model would be implemented, had prior experience working with the target population and has the ability to hire and work with people who have criminal histories. The organization also has access to individuals who could serve as interrupters. These individuals had already been working with the “highest risk” individuals, grew up with them, and maintained good relationships with them, but were not themselves directly involved in gang activity.

In February 2013, the first workers were hired in Chamelecon and several members of the Honduran staff visited Chicago to learn about the program and examine its implementation in a Chicago community. The first 80-hour training of workers took place in March 2013 and included courses on: Cure Violence 101, changing behaviors and norms, detecting violent events, connecting with highest risk, conflict mediation, risk reduction, target area planning, management training and implementation planning.

During the Honduran staff training, a great deal of emphasis was placed on the mediation process since this would be the focus of the program. Due to the context of the violence in San Pedro Sula, it was decided that one-on-one mediations would be most productive, instead of meetings or group mediations, in order to protect the safety of the workers.

As part of the planning process, a considerable amount of time was spent discussing the ‘highest risk’, developing the talking points to be used to change violent behaviors and on developing mediation techniques. Maps were developed to identify gangs/mobs/crews, hot spots, conflict groups, leaders and other key individuals in the area. These maps were used to generate the target area strategy. The initial criteria for being considered at high risk for involvement in violence were developed and included: being male, between the age of 14-44, membership in a gang, membership in a barra, involvement in the informal economy (sales of narcotics, extortion, kidnapping), history of violence, weapons carrier, low education level, recently released from prison and recently deported from the United States. In addition to the initial training, in 2014 the Cure Violence team provided three 24-hour in-person booster trainings, 4 distance trainings (via Skype), 2 one day planning workshops and has had weekly monitoring phone calls with the leadership of the implementing organization. In February 2015, senior members of the Cure Violence team again traveled to San Pedro Sula for training with the entire program staff on the third phase including community engagement and mobilization aspects of the program to make program events more strategic and connected to the work of changing community norms.

After the initial training, staff focused its time building relationships of trust and devising ways to approach ‘high risk’ individuals and groups in the area. The first task was to introduce the program. During this phase, the concept of resolving disputes through other means is introduced and mediations/violence disruption begins. Over time, Violence Interrupters begin to mediate deeper conflicts, build their caseloads and work to change the way of thinking of ‘high risk’ individuals or groups.

During this introductory phase, the local partner initiated limited community involvement focused on community-wide events to introduce the program, including public education materials and message strategies. Cure Violence worked with the implementing agency to develop targeted public education messaging strategies to promote individual behavior change and to transform the social norms that support the behavior. Drawing on social marketing techniques, which use private-sector marketing strategies for public health behavior change initiatives, Cure Violence engaged in a widespread “mass messaging” campaign saturating the neighborhoods with simple, straightforward communications to deter violence and reinforce positive community behavior and norm change delivered through multiple media channels.

The full implementation phase began once the Interrupters established solid relationships and trust with ‘high risk’ individuals and groups in the target areas. The Cure Violence model began implementation in San Pedro Sula in April of 2013 in three zones with six interrupters and two managers. The program
expanded to an additional two zones in January 2014 and added two additional zones in August 2014 for a total of seven zones and 10 total staff members.

**Effect of Cure Violence in San Pedro Sula**

Data on violence and crime in Honduras is notoriously difficult to obtain. The data used in this report resulted from the Cure Violence program site, in conjunction with the Violence Observatory based at the Instituto Universitario de Democracia, Paz y Seguridad and covers the period from implementation through May 2015. No baseline data was initially gathered for any of the communities that chose to deploy the Cure Violence program. Because the Cure Violence model is associated with rapid and sustained reductions, this would typically make analysis of the results impossible. However, because of the phased implementation approach of the Honduras adaptation, the full program implementation was delayed, and the beginning months of the health intervention serve as an effective baseline.

Since programming began in Zones 1, 2 and 3 in April 2013, it’s possible to compare the levels of reported shootings and killings from April to December 2013 and 2014 to determine if any changes resulted from the full implementation of the program. Program implementation began in Zones 4 and 5 in January 2014; therefore data on levels of reported shootings and killing from January to May 2014 can be compared to the same period in 2015. Zones 6 and 7 were not included in this analysis since the programs were implemented in August 2014, leaving only 8 months, an insufficient time period for analysis.

Cure Violence program sites each showed large reductions in shootings and killings in Zones 1, 2, and 3 from April to December 2013 compared to the same period in 2013. As shown in Figure 1, Zone 1 had an 89% drop in shootings and killings; Zone 2 had a 64% drop; and Zone 3 had a 74% drop. On average across all three zones, a 73% drop in shootings and killings in Cure Violence program sites in 2014 occurred as compared to 2013.

When looking at shootings and killing separately, several interesting findings emerge. First, the overall reduction in shootings is much greater – 88% across the three sites. While killings also decreased, it was by a much more modest 14% and two of the three sites had no change in the level of homicides. Second, Zone 1 drops to no shootings during this period in 2014, starting an extended streak which will be the focus of further discussion in the next analysis.

The second analysis focused on the levels of shootings and killings in Zones 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 from January to May 2015 as compared with the same period in 2014. Once again, each of the Cure Violence sites showed large reductions in shootings and killings. As shown in Figure 3, Zone 1 showed
an increase of 100%, but this was moving from one killing to two killings. All other zones had very large decreases between 80% and 97%. On average across all five zones, an 88% drop in shootings and killings occurred in Cure Violence program sites in the first five months of 2015 as compared to 2014.

As in the first analysis, separating the shootings from the killings again leads to similar findings. In 2014, the reduction in shootings was much greater, an average of 94% across five zones and ranged from 90% to 100%. Overall killings did decrease in the zones in 2015, but by a comparatively modest 22%, and this was primarily due to a large decrease in killings in Zone 3.

The data on the level of shootings also show that two of the zones went an entire 5-month period in 2015 without a shooting, while one zone reported only one shooting and the other two zones only recorded two shootings. For communities previously experiencing between 19 and 30 shootings each a year, this data represent massive change. These low-violence reports mean that each community went extensive periods of time without any shootings, the longest of which was Zone 1 at 17 months without a shooting.
Limitations

As indicated, the data used in this report on number of shootings and killings in the program sites was generated from the program site itself, as there are no alternate sources of data available. This is a major limitation of this report, and of any evaluation of the San Pedro Sula health intervention program. Because of the lack of reliable data, these results should be viewed as preliminary until additional sources of official, independent data are available.

Conclusion

San Pedro Sula, Honduras has been experiencing extreme levels of violence for many years. Many different violence prevention efforts have been tried, but the problem of violence persists. The Cure Violence model offers a new approach to addressing violence in Latin America that adds several important elements to reverse the spread of violence.

The adaptation of the Cure Violence model in Honduras demonstrates the feasibility of several of important approaches to preventing violence. First, it demonstrated that credible messengers can be identified, trained and deployed successfully. In the complex and ruthless culture of violence in San Pedro Sula, an initial uncertainty was present concerning the ability to tap into a network of workers who could reach and influence those committing violence. Even in this environment, much of the
violence is interpersonal violence and frequently is a result of trivial conflicts. Through working with carefully selected local partners, the Cure Violence approach was able to identify workers, gain access to the highest risk and successfully mediate conflicts.

Second, the adaptation demonstrated that capacity exists at the local level to implement the Cure Violence approach in Latin America. Working with a local partner is a critical element of the Cure Violence approach. Local partners have credibility within the community and an understanding of the community to be able to implement the program effectively. During the assessment visits the Cure Violence team identified several organizations that met the criteria for a local partner and the selected partner was found to be very well aligned with the Cure Violence approach.

Finally, the program in San Pedro Sula demonstrated that norms that encourage the use of violence can be successfully changed. While this study did not include any measures of attitudes or belief around violence, the strong decreases in shootings and killings suggest that people in the community were finding alternatives to acting violently. For example, Zone 1 went from averaging 3 shootings per month to 17 straight months without a shooting.

Overall, the results in San Pedro were very strong. Large drops in violence occurred in every program site, with average reductions in shootings of 88% in 2014 and 94% in 2015. This level of reduction resulted in a massive change for these communities, saving many lives and preventing further exposure to violence for the whole community.

Ending violence in Honduras – and everywhere – is of the utmost importance. Violence is an urgent health crisis. More than 1 million children are killed every year as a result of violence and more than 1 billion children — half of all children in the world — are exposed to violence every year. People exposed to violence suffer severe consequences, including an increased risk of becoming violent themselves.

As more people around the world move to cities where exposure to violence is higher, addressing this exposure and preventing the spread of violence becomes even more urgent. Hondurans, for example, are rapidly moving to cities in search of employment and opportunity. Between 1975 and 1999 the urban population in Honduras increased from 32% to almost 52%.

Stopping violence in these global hotspots is not only a moral imperative; it is also crucially important to the safety and security of the entire world. Violence spreads like an epidemic, and the violence that occurs in these fragile cities can easily spread to other parts of the world, just as these cities themselves are vulnerable to spread of violence from outside. Technology has made this spread much easier as it makes it possible for marginalized groups to destabilize regions and potentially, a country and even the world. Further, violence undermines democracy, since protecting its citizenry is the primary responsibility of the government, and when it fails at this, it loses legitimacy.

These results from the adaptation of the Cure Violence model in San Pedro Sula suggest that this method of stopping violence can drastically reduce violence in the Northern Triangle and other parts of the world. These results also suggest that a new understanding and theory of change can be used to eradicate violence.

This new theory of change understands and treats violence as contagious. The contagion perspective is important because it is based on a scientific understanding that reveals to us that violence is a behavior developed through exposure and is thereby transmissible, allowing us to see and understand people differently. Imagine the success if every response to violence was based on this scientific understanding.
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